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Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) or proton-exchange membrane fuel cell systems are environmen-
tally friendly power sources for many applications. Bipolar plates are essential components of a PEM fuel
cell. Recently, composite bipolar plates have received considerable interest due to their superior perfor-
mance. The most important properties of bipolar plates are electrical resistance and contact resistance,
which are largely dependent on the surface morphology of the bipolar plate, because low electrical resis-
tance improves the efficiency of PEM fuel cells. In this study, a selective surface preparation technology is
ipolar plate
urface treatment
lectromagnetic
arbon
uel cell

developed using an electromagnetic field and carbon black (electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment).
The carbon black is heated by an electromagnetic field on the surface of the bipolar plate with a high
rate of temperature rise. The non-electrically conducting surface resin is removed, without damaging
the carbon fibre to give a low electrical resistance. It is found that the surface-treated composite bipolar
plate has a lower electrical resistance than those of conventional composite bipolar plates, and that the
electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment can be applied for production of the composite bipolar plates

cess.
in a fast and efficient pro

. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) or proton-exchange
embrane fuel cell systems are a very promising power source

or residential and mobile applications due to their wide operat-
ng range, low operating temperature, high efficiency, high power
ensity and long lifetimes [1–3]. In spite of these many advantages,
owever, commercialization has been delayed due to the high man-
facturing cost of bipolar plates. Since the plates make up more than
0% of the stack cost, an efficient manufacturing process needs to
e developed [3].

A PEM fuel cell stack is composed of a bipolar plate with flow
hannels, end plates, a membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) and a
as-diffusion layer (GDL) as shown schematically in Fig. 1 [4,5]. The
ipolar plates provide electrical connection between the cells and
ave many channels for the provision of coolants and reactants to
he PEM fuel cell. The functional requirements of the bipolar plate
re high mechanical stiffness and strength, low electrical resis-

ance, low density, low thickness, high gas tightness, and chemical
tability. For the material of the bipolar plate, graphite is widely
sed due to its high electrical conductivity. Unfortunately, how-
ver, graphite bipolar plates have high void contents and brittle
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properties, which decrease the gas tightness and increase the pro-
duction cost and time. Although, stainless steel has been tried
as a bipolar material, it has corrosion problems and high contact
resistance, so that expensive coating processes are required. A com-
posite bipolar plate composed of carbon fibres and a polymeric
matrix has been developed by compression moulding of continu-
ous or chopped carbon fibres [4,5]. Nevertheless, the low electrical
conductivity of the composite bipolar plate is a remaining concern
to be addressed for its commercialization and mass production.
The non-electric conducting polymeric resin on the surface of the
composite bipolar plate should be reduced to increase the electri-
cal conductivity. Different surface treatment techniques have been
applied to remove the surface resin. Although mechanical surface
treatment techniques using sandpaper and sand blasting are effi-
cient and inexpensive, carbon fibre can be damaged by the abrading
process, which could degrade the mechanical properties. Chemi-
cal surface treatment using acid to remove selectively the surface
resin without damage to carbon fibre could possibly be applied,
although a long process time is required, and thereby could increase
costs. Flame treatment can induce the degradation of the compos-
ite material, and its energy efficiency is very low. Therefore, for

the surface treatment of composite bipolar plates, a new technique
that is fast and has low cost and high energy efficiency has to be
developed.

In this study, a method to increase the electrical conductivity
of composite bipolar plates composed of continuous carbon fibre

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:dglee@kaist.ac.kr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.08.105
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to their high reflectivity [9] and explosiveness. Therefore, in this
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of PEM fuel cell.

nd an epoxy matrix is investigated to increase the electrical con-
uctivity. For high electrical conductivity of the bipolar plate, the

ulk resistance and contact resistance between the bipolar plate
nd other components have to be reduced; the two parameters
re largely dependent on the surface morphology of the bipolar
late. In this study, the non-electrically conducting surface resin is

Fig. 2. Electromagnetic-carbon s
ources 195 (2010) 1577–1582

removed by selective surface treatment using an electromagnetic
field (microwave) and carbon black.

Activated carbon with a large surface area can be easily
heated with an electromagnetic field. Under an electromagnetic
field, space charge polarization in a material takes place and
thereby makes entire macroscopic regions of the material become
either positively or negatively synchronized with the field. This
mechanism is often called the Maxwell–Wagner effect [6,7]. The
polarization synchronizes its orientation with the field at a low
frequency, but as the frequency of the wave increases, there is a
phase lag between the polarization and the applied field. This leads
to the absorption of energy and Joule heating of the carbon par-
ticles [6,7]. In the case of spherical particles such as carbon black
distributed throughout a material with non-electrically conducting
air entrapped, the heating rate can be estimated by the loss factor
ε′′ as follows [8],

ε′′ = 9vε′fmax

1.5 × 1010�

w�

1 + w2�2
(1)

where: v is the volume fraction of conducting material present
in the mixture; fmax is the frequency at the maximum loss; ε′ is
the real part of the dielectric constant of the non-electrically con-
ducting material; � is the electrical conductivity; w in rad s−1 is
the frequency; � is the relaxation time constant. From Eq. (1),
the heating rate can be increased at a high frequency in a lim-
ited range. One gram of carbon black can be heated to over 300 ◦C
in 3 s using microwaves of 1 kW at 2.45 GHz, as determined from
experiments. Although metal powders are electrically conducting
materials, they cannot be used under electromagnetic fields due
study, high electrically conducting carbon black (EC-300J, PHC,
Korea) is chosen due to its low cost, high melting temperature
(3500 ◦C), and stability in a microwave environment. Carbon black
consists of small particles of nanometer size. Each carbon particle

urface treatment of epoxy.
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ceramic wall was removed from the composite surface. The surface
of the composite was cooled at a rapid rate of over 20 ◦C s−1 due to
the high thermal conductivity of carbon black, which is higher than
100 W m−1 K−1. The cooling process was found to prevent degrada-
Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of electrom

an be heated with an electromagnetic field. Therefore, a high-
emperature region is generated around the carbon particles, which
enerates small grooves on the surface of the material, as shown in
ig. 2. The groove size can be controlled according to the size of the
arbon particles and the local heating region. Although the tem-
erature of the carbon black is very high, degradation of the matrix
an be avoided due to the low heat capacity of carbon particles and
he local heating region around each carbon particle. In this study,
arbon black is placed on a composite bipolar plate and heated at
rapid rate by an electromagnetic field for surface treatment. The

urface resin is removed after a few seconds without damage to the
arbon fibres. The cross-section of the composite bipolar plate is
bserved using SEM (scanning electron microscopy). The electrical
esistance of the composite bipolar plate is measured to investigate
he change in electrical conductivity.

. Experimental

.1. Effect of electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment

A carbon black layer of 5 mm in height with a bulk density of
00 kg m−3 was placed on the surface of cured epoxy (YD-114F,
ukdo chemical, Korea) and heated for 7 s with an electromag-
etic field generated by microwave device [10]. The frequency
nd power of the microwave was 2.45 GHz and 1 kW, respec-
ively. The surface was observed by means of SEM, as shown
n Fig. 2. Many grooves of 50 nm width were generated by the
lectromagnetic-carbon surface treatment. Part of the resin was
urned and removed due to the high temperature of the treatment
rocess, and part of the remaining resin was converted into car-
on by carbonization. The temperature of the surface was raised
bove 300 ◦C in 7 s. The small grooves generated may increase
he surface area of the composite due to the low surface resin
ontent. Therefore, electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment can
e widely used to generate high electrical conductivity in carbon
omposites and high bonding strength in composite structures. In
his study, electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment is applied
o increase the electrical conductivity of a composite bipolar
late.

.2. Electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment for composite
ipolar plate

The electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment process for the
omposite bipolar plate is shown schematically in Fig. 3. First,
he composite bipolar plate was placed on a ceramic plate
ith wet paper. The ceramic plate was used as a supporting

ig for the electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment process.

ince the material near the carbon black was heated during the
lectromagnetic-carbon surface treatment process, the supporting
ig was made of a high melting temperature material. The wet
aper was used to prevent degradation of the composite mate-
ial at high temperature. Second, the carbon black was placed
tic-carbon surface treatment process.

on the composite material with a small compressive pressure of
200 kg m−3 to make the carbon particles and composite surface
contact each other and to control the bulk density of the carbon
black. The bulk volume of carbon black can increase at high temper-
ature because the entrapped air between the carbon particles can
expand due to heating. Therefore, the carbon black was compressed
to expel the entrapped air for stable heating of the carbon black. A
ceramic wall was used to maintain the high temperature during
the electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment process because the
ceramic material has a low thermal conductivity of 0.05 W m−1 K−1.
Third, the carbon black was heated with microwave irradiation at
a frequency of 2.45 GHz and a power of 1.0 kW. The rate of tem-
perature increase was varied in a range of 30–100 ◦C s−1, and was
controlled by the total mass of the carbon black. The surface resin of
the composite material could be burned and removed at extremely
high temperature, while the carbon fibre was not damaged due to
its high melting temperature. Some resin was converted into car-
bon by carbonization, which increased the electrical conductivity.
Although the gap between the carbon fibres of the composite was
small, nanosized carbon particles can penetrate into the gap and
contact the surface resin. The resin on the lower surface was not
damaged due to the thermal protection of the wet paper. Finally, the
Fig. 4. Experimental method to measure rate of temperature increase: (a) experi-
mental set-up; (b) experimental results.
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Fig. 5. Schematic dra

ion of the composite materials, and this could be used to decrease
he manufacturing cost of PEM fuel cells.

The experimental set-up to measure the rate of temperature
ncrease of carbon black on the composite surface is shown in
ig. 4(a). The bulk density of carbon black was 200 kg m−3 and
he thickness of carbon black layer h was varied to control the
otal mass of carbon black. The carbon black was placed on car-
on fibre epoxy prepreg, which was the material of the composite
ipolar plate in this study. The temperature at several points was
easured using thermocouples. Fig. 4(b) shows the rate of temper-

ture increase on the surface of the composite with respect to time.
he rise in temperature is higher than 40 ◦C s−1 when the thick-

ess of the carbon black layer is 5 mm. By contrast, the increase in
emperature at the bottom and middle surfaces of the composite
ayer is lower than 20 ◦C s−1. Therefore, the thickness of the car-
on black layer is found to be 5 mm and the treatment time is set
t 5 s for surface treatment without degradation of the composite

Fig. 6. SEM images of fabricated bipolar plate: (a) without s
f fabricating process.

bipolar plate. The maximum temperature of the composite surface
is 280 ◦C, while the temperature of the middle surface of the com-
posite is lower than 120 ◦C. The total time for the surface treatment
process is 10 s.

2.3. Fabrication of specimens

The process for fabricating the composite bipolar plate by means
of electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment is shown in schemat-
ically in Fig. 5. Carbon fibre epoxy prepreg (USN 150, SK chemical,
Korea) was used with a stacking sequence of [0/90/0] to avoid
warping after curing and for retaining the low thickness of the

bipolar plate. Before laminating the prepregs, both surfaces of
the prepreg plies were treated with the electromagnetic-carbon
surface treatment to remove the surface resin. After surface treat-
ment, laminated specimens were placed on a compressive jig with
grooves because the bipolar plate requires grooves to channel the

urface pre-treatment; (b) with surface pre-treatment.
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Fig. 7. Experimental method to measure the total resistance.
B.G. Kim, D.G. Lee / Journal of P

oolants and reactants. The specimens were cured in a hot press
ith a temperature profile of 80 ◦C for 1 h and then 125 ◦C for 1 h.

he curing pressure was 20 MPa and a mould release was used for
n easy de-moulding process. After curing, both surfaces were again
ubjected to electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment to remove
ontaminants such as the mould release and moisture. Also, neat
pecimens without surface treatment were fabricated using the
ame curing conditions. Fig. 6 shows SEM images of the specimens.
he treated specimens have a high fibre volume fraction, while
he neat specimens have resin-rich areas, which lower the elec-
rical conductivity. Without the resin-rich areas, carbon fibres can
ontact carbon fibres of the neighbouring bipolar plate. The large
ontact area of the carbon fibres can increase the electrical con-
uctivity. The contact area of the carbon fibres increases between
he plies of the composite bipolar plate when the electromagnetic-
arbon surface treatment process is applied to the bipolar plate.
efects that could lower the mechanical properties and gas tight-
ess are not observed.

. Results and discussion

The total resistance of the composite bipolar plate was measured
o investigate the electrical conductivity. The total resistance is an
mportant property of a PEM fuel cell system because the energy
oss is largely dependent on the total resistance. The experimental

ethod to measure the total resistance is shown in Fig. 7 [5,11].
pecimens of 40 mm × 40 mm size are placed between the gas-
iffusion layers. Two copper plates are used to connect a power
upply and the measurement devices. After compression, the cur-
ent and voltage are measured with a INSTRON 5566 material
est system. The temperature of the specimens is maintained at
5 ± 1 ◦C.

The total resistance of the composite bipolar plate with respect
o compaction pressure is shown in Fig. 8. It is found that the total
esistance of the surface-treated bipolar plate is 0.45 � at 1 MPa,

hich is 42% lower than that of the neat composite bipolar plate.
s shown in Fig. 6, many carbon fibres could contact directly with
ach other due to removal of the surface resin. Therefore, the fibres
ould contact directly during the laminating process, as shown in
ig. 9(a). Without surface pre-treatment, the surface resin could

Fig. 9. Fibre deformations with different initial volume fractions: (a)
Fig. 8. Total resistance with respect to compaction pressure.

be squeezed out between the carbon fibres by compressing the
prepreg, as shown in Fig. 9(b). Since the flow of resin in fibre bundles
can be assumed to be a flow in a porous medium, it has generally
been analyzed based on Darcy’s law [12]. Compaction in the cure

process simultaneously occurs in the whole composite thickness,
and the thickness of the composite is a function of the applied pres-
sure [12]. Therefore, the curing pressure is used to induce resin flow
and compact the fibres by deformation, which increases the con-

with surface pre-treatment; (b) without surface pre-treatment.
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act area of the carbon fibres, as shown in Fig. 9. The magnitude of
tress � required for fibre deformation can be estimated as follows
12]

= 3�E

ˇ4

√
Vf /V0 − 1

(
√

Va/Vf − 1)
4

(2)

here: Va is the maximum available fibre volume fraction, V0 is the
nitial fibre volume fraction, E is the longitudinal Young’s modulus
f a fibre and ˇ is the material constant depending on the fibre bun-
le shape. From Eq. (2), the curing pressure can be solely used to
eform the carbon fibres instead of the resin flow when the initial
bre volume fraction is high. From the experiments, it is found that
he initial fibre volume fraction of the composite treated with the
urface pre-treatment process is increased from 56 to 69%. Addi-
ionally, the large fibre deformation can increase the contact area
etween the carbon fibres, which lowers the electrical resistance
f the composite bipolar plate for high efficiency in a PEM fuel cell.

. Conclusions

An electromagnetic-carbon surface treatment using carbon
lack with microwave irradiation is developed to increase the elec-
rical conductivity of a composite bipolar plate for fast processing
ith low cost and high energy efficiency. For the fast and effi-

ient surface treatment process, the Maxwell–Wagner effect is
onsidered by placing carbon black on the surface of the com-
osite material and heating with microwave irradiation at a rate
f temperature increase above 40 ◦C s−1. During the process, the
on-electrically conducting surface resin is burned and removed
ithout damage to the carbon fibre. Degradation of the carbon fibre

s not observed due to the low heat capacity of carbon black and

he local heating region around each carbon particle. The surface
nd cross-section of the treated composite have been observed by
eans of SEM. A significant increase in contact area between the

arbon fibres is observed, which lowers the electrical resistance of
he composite bipolar plate.

[
[

ources 195 (2010) 1577–1582

The total time for surface treatment is about 10 s. The total
resistance of the surface-treated specimen is 42% lower than that
of the composite bipolar plate without surface treatment. From
experiments, it is found that the developed electromagnetic-carbon
surface treatment technique can be used for high-performance
composite bipolar plates with low treatment costs. Therefore, a
PEM fuel cell of high efficiency can be achieved by the developed
surface treatment technique.
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